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Club Activities –

Center for the Arts, 225 Commercial St. Contact:
David Malm, (319) 266-6433, davidmalm@cfo.net

April Club Meeting. Thursday April 25th,
2013. at Augustana College in the Fryxell Geology

April 19-21: DECATUR, IL 61st Annual Mineral,
Gem & Jewelry Show, Macon County Fair
Grounds, 3700 Westlawn Ave, Decatur. 9 am to 6
pm on Friday and Saturday, 10am to 4pm on
Sunday. $5.00 -good all 3 days. Seniors 59 and over
will be $3.00 Persons in uniform (Scouts or Armed
Forces) are free. Children under 15 are FREE.
Parking is FREE. Merchants will showcase jewelry,
rough gems, finished gemstones, lapidary, beads,
findings, and mineral specimens from all over the
world. Demonstrators will show how to facet gems,
wire wrap, beading and repair jewelry. There will
be a Kids Corner where each child under 15 will get
a free ticket for the fossil dig. There will be special
4H and scout booths on Saturday to earn badges,
and Silent Auctions running all weekend. Contact
Tony Kapta cigmc@comcast.net

Museum. Located at 733 35th Street Rock Island,
IL. It will start at 5:30 P.M. We will be awarding our
annual Scholarship. Hope to see you all there.

Workship day. Sunday April 28th Noon to
5pm at the Moore House. 718 Franklin Ave
Davenport, IA 52806. Craig or Kellie 563-4453034.

Upcoming Events:

April 5-7, 2013 MAPS Fossil Show
Iowa City, Iowa, Sharpless Auctions facility 5049
Herbert Hoover Hwy NE Just North of I-80 (Exit
249) Iowa City, Iowa. Friday and Saturday 8-5
(Sunday 8-12) Free Admission and Parking
World's Largest Fossil-only Show, Sponsored by:
Mid-America Paleontology Society
The "Jump Start" show opens a few days before
the MAPS Fossils Expo at the Iowa City
Travelodge. Many dealers arrive days before the
fossil show and open their doors to the public. The
main focus is on fossils, however, some will offer
Gems and Minerals, Meteorites, Novelty items and
Jewelry - to name a few non-fossil related subjects.
Some dealers will arrive as early as Monday (April
1). Most dealers will have arrived and open their
doors to the public by Wednesday (April 3).
Iowa City Travelodge - about 3 miles from
Sharpless Auctions 2216 North Dodge St, I-80, Exit
246, (1) Block South Iowa City, Iowa Phone: (319)351-1010

April 27-28: FT. DODGE, IA River Valley
Rockhounds' 50th Anniversary Gem, Mineral,
Fossil Show, Sat 9-5; Sun 11-4; Iowa Central
Community College Career Education Building,
330 Ave M (Bus Hwy 20) Contact: Jim Baumer,
(515) 955-6783; jbaum@frontiernet.net

April 14: WATERLOO, IA Blackhawk Gem &
Mineral Society Annual Show, 11-5, Waterloo
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you can avoid scratches by putting a
little tape over the jaws.

Bench Tips
by Brad Smith

DRILLING A STONE
NEWS ITEMS ~~~ Two recent news items
you may find interesting:

One of the things my students often
ask to do is drill a hole through a
piece of gemstone. The usual thought
is to get a diamond drill, but I've
found these often break or burn up.
The reason I think is that the drill
pivots on the piece of diamond on the
drill tip. By pivoting the diamond
does not cut. When it doesn't cut,
you tend to add more force, and the
drill is damaged by excess heat.

Charles Lewton-Brain
===============
Charles Lewton-Brain is one of the
most popular writer-innovators in the
jewelry/metalworking field. In this
video he shares some of the principles
that shape his philosophy.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hq_OTqF
3u3k

A much better approach is to use a
core drill. This is a small hollow
tube with a coating of diamond grit at
the business end. The diamonds easily
carve out a circular arc without undue
pressure or heat buildup. Core drills
are readily available from lapidary
and jewelry supply companies. They
come in sizes as small as 1mm and are
reasonable in price, for instance $6
for 2mm diameter.

Gold, Silver & Gemstone Motor
======================
Hans Meevis shows off a miniature,
working motor he built from scratch.
It's about 60mm tall and contains 50
grams of silver and 12 grams of gold.
Major parts of the assembly are cut
and faceted from cubic zirconia. Hans
and his wife Anne run Meevis Jewelry
in Simpson Bay, St Maarten where he
creates unique, fine designer jewelry.
http://ganoksin.com/blog/meevis/2012/0
2/19/miniature-cz-motor-finished-andrunning/

------------- >oo\<

Chuck up the core drill in a drill
press or a Foredom and be sure to keep
the drilling zone wet to cool the tool
and to flush out debris. Also, if
you're drilling a through hole, go
very easy on the pressure as the drill
is about to break through. Otherwise
you will usually chip off some of the
stone surface around the hole.

☯ >/oo< -------------

===== ===== ===== ===== =====
Acknowledgement to be included with each
publication:

BenchTip Items
DRILLING SMALL ITEMS

More Bench Tips by Brad Smith are at
facebook.com/BenchTips/
or see
"Bench Tips for Jewelry Making" on Amazon

Small pieces need to be held securely
while drilling or burring to prevent
them from spinning if the drill
catches. A quick solution is to hold
the workpiece with a pair of pliers or
your ring clamp. Another alternative
is to clamp your piece to the bench
pin or a thin board. If using pliers,

------------- >oo\<
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as irregular masses. Barite often replaces other
minerals, and may even replace organic materials such
as wood, shells, and fossils.
In Alabama, barite
occurs as vein deposits
in limestone and
dolomite and as
secondary residual
deposits derived from
weathering. These
deposits are situated in a
13-county area that
extends from Bibb
County in central
Alabama to Cherokee County in northeast Alabama.
Barite was mined in Alabama as early as the 1840s.
Mining continued sporadically up until the 1940s with
most of the production from Bibb, Calhoun and Shelby
counties.
Barite has a number of commercial uses and is found as
a chemically inert filler in drilling muds and fluids, as a
white pigment in cosmetic products and paints, and as a
filling material for polymers and papers. It is also the
main source of the barium used in the medical field in
conjunction with X-rays.

Featured Rocks and Minerals

Barite (BaSO ) – barium sulfate. Formed by the
4

chemical reaction of soluble barium bicarbonate with
sulfate-bearing waters.
The name “barite” is derived from the Greek words
βάρος for weight and βάρυς for
heavy, due to its unusual heaviness for a non-metallic
mineral.
A member of the
orthorhombic crystal
system, barite can
be a transparent,
translucent or
opaque mineral with
a pearly, vitreous
luster. It is a soft
specimen
(Mohs – 3.0 – 3.5)
with brittle tenacity, perfect cleavage and an irregular or
uneven
fracture. While it streaks white, barite specimens are
found in many colors including white, yellow, brown,
grey, blue, orange, red, pink, purple, green, gray, black
and colorless samples. It may also be multicolored and
banded, however, sunlight can cause all colored
samples to fade to white or colorless.

VIA Rockhounds Herald Feb 2012

Barite has the capacity to
fluoresce in UV light causing it
to appear yellow, orange or
pink. It may also strongly
phosphoresce greenish-white,
and can even be
thermoluminescent at times.
Heat affects it in other ways,
as well. Barite is insoluble in
water, acids and bases, but it
is moderately soluble in hot,
concentrated sulphuric acid due to formation of
hydrogen sulphate. When heated above 1400°C, it
decomposes to barium oxide, sulphur dioxide and
oxygen.
In addition to
its great range
of colors,
barite has
varied crystal
forms and
habits and is a
common
mineral of wide
distribution. Typically found as thick to thin tabular
crystals and as bladed, white masses—usually in
clusters with the crystals growing more or less parallel to
one another. Occurrences are most often associated
with weathered carbonate rocks where the more soluble
rocks have been removed, leaving the insoluble barite
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"Black", or Carbonado, diamonds are not truly black, but
rather contain numerous dark inclusions that give the
gems their dark appearance.
Sources – South Africa is the largest producer of
diamond, and has several famous localities. Most
notable is Kimberly, specifically the Kimberly Mine (also
known as "The Big Hole"). Russia has the old and wellknown Mir Pipe in Yakutsk. In China, diamond is mined
in the Yimeng Mountains, Shandong Prefecture.
Additional notable worldwide occurrences are the Argyle
mine in Western Australia; and Diamantina, Minas
Gerais, Brazil, where diamond is found in conglomerate.
In the U.S., there is a Diamond Mine located in the
Crater of Diamonds
State Park, near
Murfreesboro, Pike
Co., Arkansas. This is
the only Diamond mine
in the world open to the
public. Kelsey Lake in
Larimer Co., Colorado,
contains the only
commercially operating
diamond mine in the US. A new Diamond field was also
discovered in Lac de Gras in the Northwest Territories,
Canada.
Types – Ballas: mass of tiny diamonds compacted
together to form a spherical shaped aggregate.
Bort: dark colored, imperfectly crystallized diamond that
is translucent to opaque.
Carbonado: dark gray to black opaque diamond that
exhibits no cleavage.
Fancy: refers to colored diamonds, as well as deep
yellow and deep brown.
Lonsdaleite: rare, hexagonal polymorph of diamond,
believed to have formed when meteoric Graphite
falls to earth. Scientifically categorized as an individual
mineral species.
Identification:
Streak – white
Hardness – 10
Crystal System – isometric; 4/m bar 3 2/m
Crystal Habits – include isometric forms such as cubes
and octahedrons, twinning is also seen
Transparency – crystals are transparent to translucent
in rough crystals
Specific Gravity – 3.5 (above average)
Luster – adamantine to waxy
Cleavage – perfect in 4 directions forming octahedrons
Fracture – conchoidal
Other Characteristics – refractive index is 2.4 ( very
high), dispersion is 0.044, fluorescent
Associated Minerals – those found in kimberlite rock,
an ultramafic igneous rock composed mostly of olivine
Best Field Indicator – extreme hardness
Folklore, Legend and Healing Properties
A stone placed on the breast of a sleeping lover will
make him tell all. A diamond placed on a wife's head
while she sleeps can discern her fidelity; she’ll turn to
her husband in her sleep. If not faithful, she will move

Learning Series: Birthstones – April

Diamond –
The April Birthstone
Background
The name “Diamond” is derived from the Greek word
'adamao', which means 'invincible'. Others say the name
Diamond is derived from the Sanskrit word for Deity
'dyu'. In India, this stone is called Vajra which means bolt
of lightning because ancient Hindus—finding diamonds
washed out of the ground after thunderstorms—believed
they were created by lightning. Ancient Greeks, on the
other hand, thought they may be splinters of stars fallen
to earth or tears of the gods.
Diamond consists of just one element—the same
element that makes up graphite and coal—but diamond
is formed under extreme heat and extreme pressure.
Formation of natural diamond requires very specific
conditions which are met in only two places on Earth: the
lithospheric mantle below relatively stable continental
plates and at the site of a meteorite strike. Individual
diamonds are brought close to the Earth surface through
deep volcanic eruptions by a magma which cools into
igneous rocks known as kimberlites and lamproites.
Ironically, all diamonds at or near the surface of the
Earth are currently undergoing a transformation into
Graphite. This reaction, fortunately, is extremely slow.
Diamond has many unequaled qualities and is very
unique among minerals. It is the hardest known
substance, it is the greatest conductor of heat, it has the
highest melting point of any substance (7362° F or
4090° C), and it has the highest refractive index of any
natural mineral. Diamond is number 10 on the Mohs
scale, and is 40 times harder than Corundum, which is
number 9 on the Moh's scale. It also has the most dense
atomical configuration of any mineral, and is transparent
over the greatest number of wavelengths. Because of
heat conduction, diamonds are cold to the feel at or
below room temperature. When heated, a diamond will
remain hot long after the heat source is removed.
Composition, Chemical Formula, Colors, Sources
and Types
Composition – carbon in its most concentrated form
Chemical Formula – C
Colors – the Gemological Institute of America (GIA)
classifies low saturation yellow and brown diamonds as
diamonds in the normal color range, and applies a
grading scale from "D" (colorless) to "Z" (light yellow).
Diamonds of a different color are called fancy colored
diamonds and fall under a different grading scale.
Colored diamonds contain impurities or structural
defects that cause the coloration, while pure or nearly
pure diamonds are transparent and colorless. Small
amounts of defects or impurities (about one per million of
lattice atoms) color diamond blue (boron), yellow
(nitrogen), brown (lattice defects), green (radiation
exposure), purple, pink, orange or red. In order of rarity,
yellow diamond is followed by brown, colorless, then by
blue, green, black, pink, orange, purple, and red.
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away. That could be related to the legend that states
Cupid’s arrow is tipped in diamonds.
During the middle ages, theses gemstones were thought
to heal illness, but only if the ailing person took the
diamond into bed to warm it up first! They are effective
for health problems relating to brain diseases, pituitary
glands and also as a remedy for poison or drawing out
toxins. Diamond protects its wearer against stroke and
brain hemorrhages and ensures that both parts of the
brain are working together harmoniously.
Trivia
In sixteenth century England, uncut diamond crystals
were set into "scribbling rings," and the exposed points
were used by lovers to etch romantic vows into windowpanes. The diamond is currently used to celebrate the
60th wedding anniversary.
The Hope diamond has a sister. The Dresden weighs
40.70 carats and is a clear, shimmering apple green. A
third famous diamond – the Tiffany – is a canary
diamond, a deep, rich topaz in color.
More than 50% of a rough diamond is lost in cutting and
polishing, or up to 80% if it is flawed or misshapen. One
hundred and five stones were cut from the largest
diamond ever found (about the size of a human fist),
called the Cullinan diamond (from South Africa), but they
represent only one third of the original crystal weight.
Most industrial diamonds are used as abrasives.
However, small amounts of diamond are used in other
applications, e.g., to cover openings in lasers, x-ray
machines and vacuum chambers, to enhance the
performance of high quality speakers, to conduct heat
away from the heat sensitive-parts of high performance
microelectronics, and as low friction microbearings in
tiny mechanical devices, such as watches.
Actress Zsa Zsa Gabor summed up the universal love of
diamonds when she remarked, "I have never hated a
man enough to give his diamonds back."

------------- >oo\<

IGNEOUS ROCKS
Igneous rocks are formed by the crystallization of
magma or lava that occurs in and on the Earth’s crust.
Batholiths and plutons are enormous bodies of magma,
which because of their size and depth, cool slowly.
Some batholiths can be as large as 900 miles by 100
miles such as in British Columbia and Peru. The
batholith in southwest England is only 39 miles by 19
miles.
Since they cool slowly, the rocks that are formed in
batholiths have large crystals and are coarse grained.
Granite is one of the most common rocks in batholiths.
Narrow intrusions of magma, called sills or dykes, cool
rapidly, so they contain rocks with medium-to finegrained crystals. Dolerite and micro-granite are the most
common rocks in these small intrusions.
Extrusive lava cools even more rapidly. Rocks resulting
from this volcanic activity will be fine-grained like
basalt, rhyolite, and andesite. When a volcano erupts
into water, the very rapid cooling produces a glass
without recognizable crystals such as obsidian.

Sources:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diamond
http://www.galleries.com/minerals/elements/diamond/diamond.htm
http://www.minerals.net/mineral/diamond.aspx
http://geology.com/minerals/diamond.shtml
http://www.australianminesatlas.gov.au/education/fact_sheets/diamond
.jsp
http://www.about-birthstones.com/aprilbirthstone.html
http://www.galleries.com/minerals/elements/diamond/birthapr.htm
http://www.thediamondbuyingguide.com/april-birthstone.html
http://www.jewelrybloguncovered.com/birthstones_gemstones/aprilbirthstone-diamond/
http://list-of-birthstones.com/April%20Birthstone.html
http://blog.diamonds-usa.com/2010/11/aprils-birthstone-diamondgemstone/
http://www.gemstonedeva.com/april.php
http://www.jewelryformother.com/birthstone_info/April_diamond.html
http://applesofgold.com/jewelryblog/2011/03/april-birthstone-thediamond/
http://www.kingsjewelry.com/learning_gemstones_apr.shtml
http://birthstonemonth.com/month/april.html

From Rocks, Minerals & Fossils of the World by Chris Pellant with
Roger Phillips VIA Rock, Pick, and Chisel March 2013

------------- >oo\<

VIA Rockhounds Herald April 2011

------------- >oo\<
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First in a series

Mineral Poetry

Dave’s Primer for Cabbing: An
overview for new lapidarists

by Emma Fajcz

By Dave Leininger

Many of our members have done some cabbing, and
others seem to be hesitant to try. But it is easy.
This article will be a quick synopsis of the cabbing
process. I will go into further detail in the next article. I
hope this helps to get you started if you hve never done
this.
The first and sometimes hardest part is finding a slab
of stone that is fracture free and pit free. You must look
for a good design in he stone that you would like to
keep. Then you need to make an outline to cut the design
out. You can use a template of shapes already cut out of
plastic or metal, or you can draw what is called a
freeform, that is drawing freehand on the slab with either
an aluminum scribe or a Sharpie. I prefer a Sharpie
because I can clean off the design with alcohol if I don’t
like it or want to change it.
Next you use a trim saw to remove the excess of the slab
and cut close to your desired shape. Then you grind the
edges to clarify the shape. I then mark the girdle and
then attach it to the dopstick. (Dopsticks are small
sections of dowel rod or heavy duty nails attached to the
backs of cabs that are used to hold to the cab while
grinding and polishing it.)We will go into what the
girdle is and its function in the next articles.
You then need to work from the girdle to the dome, the
curved top of the cab. Next we use the 80 grit wheel to
bring it to a roughly shaped dome, then define it even
more on the 220 grit wheel. On the 220 wheel you are
trying to get rid of all flat spots and ridges.
Next, move to the 280 grit wheel. Here is where you
start the polishing process. Move your cab to the next
wheel, on through the 600 grit, then 1200 grit. Between
wheels, stop and clean the cab and look at the shape to
see where it may need more work. Move up until you
have polished the cab on the 3000 grit wheel.
Occasionally to get a high polish you will need to take
the cab to the 14000 diamond lap on the end of the
Genies.
If you are using a softer stone, like opals or rhyolite,
probably starting on the 220 grit wheel is best.
Feel free to ask questions when working in the rock club
lapidary shop. Mike Davis or I can help things along for
you.
(The next installment of Dave’s article will go into more
detail, and will help you get the perfect cab.)
VIA Rock, Pick, and Chisel February 2013

------------- >oo\<

Inside and Out Mineral: Quartz
A graybrown mass
of rugged
rock
The color of
a silver
clock.
Rainbow
colors add
some sheen,
In each crystal hints of green.
Sparkles slightly as I walk.
A New Find Mineral: Quartz Crystal

Colorless
Rust-colored dirt on the back
Yet to be washed off
Sharply pointed crystals around the base
Top of the crystal’s tip is broken
All through the crystal is a haze
Leaning.

☯ >/oo< ------------6

Mineral of the month

Bookshelf Specimen Mineral: Amethyst

Stibnite

Stibnite is antimony sulfide, Sb2S3, and is an
ore of the element (and metal) antimony. Half
of the antimony produced is added to lead to
make an alloy (an alloy is a mixture of two or
more metals) that is harder than pure lead.
This alloy is used to make batteries. Antimony
is always alloyed (mixed) with other metals
because it makes them harder and stronger.

This purple rock slightly bent,
Was to be my friend’s present.
I gave it away on Christmas night;
She received it with great delight.
Her bookshelves now proudly display
The mineral she received that day.

Stibnite is very soft at only 2 on the hardness
scale. This makes it as soft as gypsum. It is
always steel-gray in color (and its streak is also
steel-gray). It has a bright, shiny, metallic
luster.

www.diamonddanpublications.net
©2013 Diamond Dan Publications. All pictures and articles in
this newsletter are property of Diamond Dan Publications and
cannot be copied or reused in any format (printed or electronic)
without written permission of Diamond Dan Publications, 278
Howland Avenue, Rochester, New York 14620 or
diamonddan@rochester.rr.com. Electronic subscription (PDF)
$9.95 for 12 issues. Make checks payable to Diamond Dan
Publications.

The finest stibnite crystals ever found are
crystals that grew to over a foot in length from
Ichinokawa Mine, Iyo Province, Japan. Fine
crystals are also found in Romania and China,
like the cluster pictured here. In the United
States, the best stibnite crystals were found in
Manhattan, Nye County, Nevada.
Interesting Fact: Stibnite displays a property
called gliding planes. Stibnite crystals can be
bent without breaking them. The bending
comes from atoms that literally glide over each
other. Look at all the crystals in this drawing
and look for individual crystals that have an
elbow or bend in them. These crystals are
displaying the gliding plane property.
©2013 Diamond Dan Publications. All pictures and articles in
this newsletter are property of Diamond Dan Publications and
cannot be copied or reused in any format (printed or electronic)
without written permission of Diamond Dan Publications, 278
Howland Avenue, Rochester, New York 14620 or
diamonddan@rochester.rr.com. Electronic subscription (PDF)
$9.95 for 12 issues. Make checks payable to Diamond Dan
Publications.
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craters, Bedarn discovered that Capital Hill in
East Des Moines has a similar jumble of rocks
and low gravity. A study of recent LIDAR
photos revealed concentric ring-roads
surrounding the crater ranging out several
miles from the impact site. Along with the
visual and geologic clues, the gravity of Capital
Hill is additional evidence of the ancient
meteoric crater. Bedarn says “It is certainly
another large impact crater for Iowa!” If further
study confirms this crater, Iowa will have 29
confirmed large meteor strikes.

Website of the Month
The mineral collection of the Smithsonian is
know for having the best of the best. Many of
their spectacular specimens have been
photographed and are available for viewing on
the internet. View 170 remarkable mineral
images here:
http://geogallery.si.edu/index.php/en/minerals/a
ll/mineral/any/11

Third Large Meteor Crater
Discovered in Iowa

Ms. April Erste of the Tourism of Iowa
Department noted that the largest Iowa meteor
strikes (Manson, Decorah and now Des
Moines) form a perfect triangle, hinting that the
craters are related and possibly caused by the
same cosmic event. “Missouri has its string of
craters, but we have a triangle of craters in
Iowa” she said. She said that Astro Awareness
groups are anxious to explore the cosmic
energy associated with the perfect triangular
grouping of the craters They are predicting that
an undiscovered cosmic portal similar to the
one in Sedona, AZ may exist in the center of
the meteor triangle. ”Cosmic portals can be
indicated by unusual temperature changes,
more vivid colors than their surroundings, or a
sense of enhanced or refreshing energy,” she
said. “Even though there is nothing to be seen
on the surface, an energy vortex may draw
tourists to Iowa much as Stonehenge does in
England.”

A database of large meteor strikes in the
United States managed by the University of
New Brunswick was recently updated from 27
to 28 for Iowa with the recent documentation of
a large meteor crater under the town of
Decorah, Iowa. Using information from that
study, geoscientist Al Bedarn of the Iowa
Survey of Geology looked for clues that might
lead to discovery of additional large craters in
Iowa.

Central Iowa business leaders are exploring
the economic impact of a marketable energy
vortex.

The Decorah find was based on data from
electromagnetic surveys of Iowa. “The Decorah
crater is the first confirmed by the U.S.
Geological Survey with electromagnetic
techniques that have been in use for about 15
years,” said Bedarn. The instruments checked
magnetics and gravity, which vary from spot to
spot. The gravity in the middle of a large
meteor crater is weaker than in other spots in
the area, he said.

(Source: Study reveals meteor impact in Decorah,
Des Moines Register; March 6, 2013: http://
www.desmoinesregister.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?
AID=2013303060062; Another Iowa Crater?, Des
Moines Register, April 1,
2013:http://www.desmoinesregister.com/Aprilfools
VIA Central Iowa Mineral Society Volume 64 Number 4
April 2013

Looking around Iowa for additional
electromagnetic disturbances and deposits of
sea shale that would mark other large Iowa
8
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Affiliations
Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological
Societies

The purpose of this non-profit organization is to promote
interest in collecting, studying and working with gems and
minerals and fossils. Organized in 1955, the Black Hawk Club
joined the Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological
Societies in 1959. It is also a member of the American
Federation of Mineralogical Societies. Meetings are held on
the third Tuesday of every month, September through May at
6:00P.M. in the Hauberg Civic Center, 1300 24th Street, Rock
Island, IL. Picnics are held at various locations during June,
July, and August. Annual Dues: Individual Membership:
$15.00, Senior Couples: $12.00, Senior Individual: $10.00,
Family: $20.00.

http://www.amfed.org/mwf/
American Federation of Mineralogical Societies
http://www.gamineral.org/afms.htm
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Newsletter Submissions:
Please send submissions for publication (announcements,
photographs, notes, letters, articles, etc.) in the Smoke Signals
newsletter to the Editor no later than the first day of the previous
month. For example, August 1 for the September issue. Advance
items are appreciated. Material may be e-mailed to Kellie Moore at
kalsinean1@aol.com, or submitted via the U.S. Mail:
Kellie Moore
718 Franklin Ave
Davenport, IA 52806
If e-mailing an article, it may be included within the body of the email message or sent as an attachment.

Copyrighted material submitted for publication must be
accompanied by a written release from the copyright holder.
All material submitted is subject to editing. No anonymous
submissions will be considered; however, the submitter's name
will be withheld or a pseudonym may be used at the
submitter's request. The deadline for all submitted work is the
20th of the month before it is to be published. Late and\or
unused entries may be published in later issue.

Looking forward to receiving an article from
you!
Editor: Kellie Moore 718 Franklin Ave, Davenport, IA
52806.
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